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Seeing this scene, Lin Ziming was stunned for a moment. Obviously he
didn’t expect them to do this, so he immediately said, “What are you
doing?”
Dilidal also knelt down and looked at Lin Ziming’s eyes, filled with
gratitude and guilt. If Lin Ziming hadn’t helped, then they must have been
slaughtered by now, and before that, the people in their tribe, Actually
expelled Lin Ziming rudely.
She said loudly: “Thank you for your help again. It was our fault just now.
Please forgive me!”
Other people in the tribe also spoke loudly in this way, expressing their
gratitude and guilt to Lin Ziming, especially those who had been fierce by
Lin Ziming, now they feel very ashamed.
Through what happened just now, they all understood that Lin Ziming is
indeed different from those hateful invaders. Lin Ziming is a kind and lovely
invader…No, Lin Ziming can’t even be considered an intruder. Just people
from another world.
As for Gong Chunqiu, when he saw this scene, he was even more angry, and
his hatred of Lin Ziming was deep in his bones!
In his opinion, Lin Ziming is a traitor, a shame to mankind, and he actually
fights with him for the natives of another world! !
But he didn’t even think that it was he who was the enemy of Lin Ziming
first. His first thought was to kill Lin Ziming.
Now he just fell into Lin Ziming’s hands.
Lin Ziming sighed, raised his hand to them, and said, “Get up.”
They all did not get up, but continued to kneel down, and eager for Lin
Ziming’s forgiveness.
Seeing how sincere they are, Lin Ziming will naturally not continue to care
about them. He nodded and said, “Okay, I forgive you.”
Hearing his nod, the people in the tribe breathed a sigh of relief. If Lin
Ziming didn’t forgive them, then they would really live their lives in guilt.
Then, Lin Ziming took out the three fruits from his pocket and said, “This is
your miracle, and I have it back for you.”
People in the tribe felt even more adored and ashamed when they saw his
behavior. Lin Ziming’s character was too noble and made them feel
ashamed.
The old man in the tribe immediately shook his head and said: “Honorable
dumb warrior, you need these three miracles more than we do, please accept
it!”
People from other tribes also said in unison: “Please accept the dumb
warriors!”
Seeing that they are indeed very sincere, they are not pretending, Lin
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Ziming is also hypocritical, he really needs these three fruits, he nodded and
said: “Okay, then I will accept it, thank you.”
Everyone in the tribe breathed a sigh of relief when he accepted it, with a
smile on their faces.
Gong Chunqiu, who was lying on the ground, saw this scene, and was only
extremely confused and puzzled. From his three views, he couldn’t
understand at all. Why did Lin Ziming do this?
It is obvious that Lin Ziming’s strength is so powerful, these natives came to
Lin Ziming, just ants, why should Lin Ziming care about ants’ thoughts?
So he couldn’t help but asked, “Lin Ziming, why do you care about these
ants’ thoughts?”
Lin Ziming looked at him faintly and said, “The ants in your eyes are lively
lives in my eyes. Even if I am strong, I don’t have the power to take their
will.”
Gong Chunqiu was even more puzzled. If it was a change of person, he
would sneer and feel very disdainful, but he saw sincerity from Lin Ziming,
and Lin Ziming also had absolutely no need to show off, which made him
even more embarrassed. I don’t understand.
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